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The creation of the BRICS New Development Bank (NDB) to finance infrastructure and sustainable development
projects in emerging economies is a landmark achievement. Developing nations have lost faith in the current system
with its strict conditions on development finance and its inability to insulate countries from financial shocks.
International observers have however expressed mixed views about the creation of the bank and what it represents for
the nascent multilateral BRICS bloc of Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa.

Some observers remarked that the NDB represents a timely response to the

failure of the existing Bretton-Woods institutions to adequately represent the

needs of emerging economies. Others, however, are skeptical of the NDB’s

capacity to address these issues, noting that existing rifts between BRICS

nations could undermine the initiative.

Despite these naysayers, the creation of the NDB is a positive step for the

BRICS nations and developing countries in general. While it is not yet clear

whether the NDB will pose a direct challenge to the global financial status quo,

its creation presents a number of opportunities for the developing nations.

First, the creation of the NDB will strengthen the voice of developing

economies in shaping the future direction of global development finance. The Bretton-Woods institutions, such as the World Bank and IMF, have long

dominated the development agenda. These institutions have crafted development strategies and presented them as the only viable model for generating

economic growth. The power of the World Bank lies not so much in its deep pockets as in the enormous research and communication capacities it deploys

to set the global development agenda. The 2008 global financial crisis revealed that these institutions are ill-suited to address the political-economic

realities of the twenty-first century. However, it is the unwillingness to reform these institutions that has incensed developing countries.

Developing countries feel that their place at the decision-making table is not proportionate to their growing economic influence. For example, although the

BRICS comprise over one-fifth of the global economy, together they only wield about 11 per cent of the votes at the IMF. But reforms have been met with

reluctance, and even resistance, by Western nations.

Western nations are concerned that giving a greater voice to developing nations would diminish their own influence or, in some cases, require developed

countries to make financial commitments that cannot be upheld in a post-2008 setting. As Raj M. Desai and James Raymond Vreeland argue, ‘these

developments show the political tightrope on which countries must walk when it comes to global development finance: while low- and middle-income

countries have legitimate claims about their exclusion from the governance of the Bretton-Woods institutions, richer countries cannot cede too much

influence over these institutions to developing nations and still justify large contributions — in particular, to the World Bank’s International Development

Association every three years, and to the IMF as part of quota reforms — to their restless voters, especially during difficult economic times’. The NDB

represents an attempt by developing countries to level the playing field in a system that has failed to keep pace with their economic growth.
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Second, the NDB can fill the existing gap in infrastructure financing. The 2008 global financial crisis has diminished the lending capabilities of Western

institutions. The World Bank’s lending has reduced to half of what it was before the global financial crisis. Private lending for infrastructure has also shrunk

to one-third of its pre-crisis level. This comes at a time when many developing countries require financing for infrastructure projects in order to tackle the

challenges of population growth, rapid urbanisation and environmental degradation. Infrastructure spending in developing countries will need to increase

from its current level of approximately US$0.8-0.9 trillion per year to approximately US$1.8-2.3 trillion per year by 2020.

Investment in infrastructure is necessary to improve economic conditions in developing nations. Building roads or railways immediately boosts output and

jobs, and helps to spur future growth — provided the money is spent wisely. Better transport helps farmers move their produce to cities and

manufacturers to export their goods overseas. Countries with lower transport costs tend to be more open to foreign trade and so enjoy faster growth.

Clean water and sanitation also increase labour productivity. While the NDB will have an initial subscribed capital of $50 billion, it has the potential over

time to serve as an alternative source for financing important development projects. It may also act as a catalyst for private sector investment, thereby

overcoming many of the deficiencies in the current system.

Lastly, while the NDB does not yet pose a direct challenge to its existing Bretton-Woods counterparts,

its creation will generate competition among global financial institutions. The creation of the NDB

comes at a time when developing countries no longer have faith in the current system and are seeking

to promote and safeguard their economic interests. To that end, establishing regional monetary funds

can be more effective than the current system when it comes to representation, coordination and crisis

management.

The entry of the NDB into development finance comes at a critical juncture when the financing needs of

developing nations are rapidly outgrowing the capacity and willingness of traditional funding agencies.

BRICS, banking on development is republished with permission from East Asia Forum
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2 Comments

• •

cold340t •

Funny thing, did anyone else notice that Raymond Vreeland shares the same last name as the guy in Canadian jail prior to/during
9/11? Delamrt(?) Marc Vreeland. The guy who wrote down before 9/11 an exact account of 9/11 and gave it to the Jail Guards. Very
uncommon name for such a coincidence. Like most things 9/11?

• •

S. Siamai Kromah •

May be the NDB will become the second best in development finance. It's true the Bretton Woods Institutions have new
development challenges that need other interventions by different sources. If the BRICS can be the one; then let it be their chance to
bring about the change. They are development partners.
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